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PREFACE 

The model study of proposed hi3h-level railroad and hi6hva1 

croasinas of the ~.organza Floodway, Louisiana, vas roqueated by 

the President, Miasiaaippi River Commission, in lottor dated 16 AUBUst 

1946, subject: "Model Tosta on High-level CroaeiDGB, Morsanza and Wost 

Atchafal.aya Basin." Authority to conduct the modal study was granted by 

the President, Mississippi River Commission, in lat Memo Ind. dated 25 

November 1946 to Waterways Experimont Station PLmo dated 11 October 1946, 

subject as above. The study was conducted at the Watorways Experiment 

Station durins the period August 1947 to Mly 19~8 under the supervision 

of Mr. E.B. Lipscomb and with Mr. W .t. ~Innis directly in charge of the 

study. 

Active in liaison and advisory capacities ~s representatives of 

the President, Mleaiasippi River Commission, were,. ~ears. E. J. 

Williama, J.E. Sanders and F. B. Toftaleti, engineers. 
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Model teats of the proposed high-level crossings of tho Moraanza 

FlCY.>dway wero conducted on a fixed-bed model (scale ratios 1:600 hori

zontally and 1:50 vertically) to investigate tho effects of the struc

tures on flow conditions in the floodway and to check the hydraulic 

computations upon which the deaiGil of the structures was baaed. 

Teats indicated that the original design of the Texas and Pacific 

Bailroad main-line crossing would result in excessive velocities occur

ril'l{) around the ends of each em'Oa.nKment section and alol'l{) the upstream 

and downstream aides of the center embankment. Teats of eleven modifi

cations to the original design indicated that these velocities could be 

reduced to JIJD.gnitudea below the 5-ft-per-aec criterion by a properly 

designed system of spur dikes alol'l{) the embankment sections. 

Velocities, current directions and water-surface elevations were 

also obtained in the vicinity of the hish-level crossing for the Texas 

and Pacific Bailroad branch line and Highway 30 (at the upper end or the 

floodway) for use in the design of the floodway control-structure which 

it is planned to locate w~thin that crossing. 



HIGH-LEVEL CROSSINGS, MORGANZA FI.IJODWAY, LOUISIANA 

M:>del Investigation 

PART I: INTRODUCTION 

Deecription of the Prototype 

l. Morganza Floodway, designed for relief of the Mississippi 

River during major floods, is located on the west bank of the Missis

sippi River, its head being about 50 mi above the latitude of Baton 

Rouge, I.a., and 21 miles below Old River (see plate 1). It extends south

westward from the Mississippi River near Morganza, I.a., to the Atchafa

laya River levee, and thence southward, paralleling the Atchafalaya, to· 

the vicinity of Krotz Springs, La., where it em::;>ties into the Atchafalaya 

Basin• The floodway proper embraces a tract of land 4 to 6 mi. wide and 

about 30 mi long, bounded on the west by the Atchafelaya River east levee 

and on the east by the Atchafalaya Basin east protection levee, with the 

main-line l.Ussiesippi River levee at its head. 

2. Preoent plans call for providing the entrance to.this levee

confined floodway with a control structure capable of diverting up to 

about 6001 000 cfs from the Mississippi River. It is planned that opera

tion of the Morganza Floodvay will begin when the Mississippi River stase 

at Red River Landing (Just below the Old River bifUrcation) reaches about 

60 ft i::iGl. This floodway, together with the 'West Atchafalaya Flood.way, 

will be utilized to assure that not more than 1,5001 000 cfs will pass 

down the Mississippi River at Morsf1I\Za1 IA. 

3. Three high-level crossings of the M::>rgo.nza Floodway aro planned 



to ensure continuous operation of three railroads and three highways 

during the passage of flood flows throul)h the floodway. The northern 
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or uppermost crossing, running north from Morganza, I.a., will accommodate 

both the Texas and Pacific Railroad branch line and state Highway 30. 

The middle crossing, running southeast from M3lville, I.a., will be uti

lized by the Texas and Pacific Railroad main line. The southern or 

lowermost crossing, runniJl8 east from Krotz Sprlngs, I.a., will serve the 

N.O.T. & M. Railroad and Highways 190 and 71. (The latter crossing has 

already been completed and, since it was outside the scope of this study, 

no further mention of this crossing will be made in this report.) 

4. The uppermost crossill6, running north from Moraanza,- wJ.ll- con

sist of a high-level earth embankment with a 4,700-ft trestlod gap, the 

center containing the control structure for regulating flow from the 

Mississippi River into the floodway. The crossing running southeast from 

r.blville will be approximately 35,000 ft long, and will consist of a 

high-level earth embankment provided with two trestled bridge sections, 

one 6,ooo and the other 10,000 ~ long. Midpoint locations of the two 

bridge sections will bo 7,500 and 25,500 ft from the east Atchafal.aya 

River levee, measured along the center line of the crossing. 

Need for and Purpose of Model Stu<ly 

5. Due to the .fact that tho J.brsa.nza Flood.way has never been oper• 

ated, very little is known of the flow charactorietics which will exist 

in the floodway when it ls put into operation; consequently, tho original 

designs of the proposed high-level crossings were based solely upon theo

retical hydraulic computations. It was considered desirable, thoreforo, 



to check the hydraulic design computations insofar as possible by means 

of hydraulic model analysis, and to obtain from the model more de:.-;ailed 

information as to flow conditions to be expected. 
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6. Tho model study was conducted for the purpose of investigatins 

the effects of the proposed structures upon discharges, velocities and 

water-surface elevations in the floodway. Of particular interest was the 

determination of flow conditions through and adjacent to the proposed 

crossings, the effects of the structures on stages upstream therefrom, 

and the necessity for modifications in the basic designs of the proposed 

crossings. 



PARl' II: THE IDDEL 

Description 

7. The model of the M:>rsanza Flood.way hish-lovel crossings repro

duced the full width of the flood.way from its head on tho Mississippi 

River Just north of M:>rsanza, IA., to a lino parallel to and 5 mi north 

of the N.O.T. & M. Railroad, a total area of about 95 square miles (see 

plate 1). The model was of the fixed-bed type, constructed to llnear

scale ratios (model to prototype) of 1:600 horizontally and 1:50 verti

cally. Other model-to-prototype scale ratios fixed by these linear 

scales were: area 1:360,000; velocity 1:7.07; and discharge 1:2l2,000, 

8. The model was constructed using a horizontal control consisting 

of a polycon!c projection of geographic coordinates established on the 

ground to model scale. For the development of topographic features, 

sheet-metal template were constructed by plotting to model scale the 

appropriate elevations and distances taken from the 1936-38 topographic 

surveys. These tomplets were set to co?Tect elevations on the model 

site in positions located by moans of the established grid system. The 

spaces between the templets were filled with a sand-clay mixture and 

surfaced to grade with approximately 2 in. of concrete. The configura

tions between template were sketched in from the survey sheets bearing 

the New Orleans District file no. H-16-l2357/5, & 7-13. 

9. Inflow into the model was controlled and moasured by a right

anglo V-notch weir. By maans of a 20-in. valve with an 8-in. by-pass 

valve, the tailwater at tho lower end. of tho model was regulated to the 

desired elevation. Water-surface elevations were measured at various 
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points throughout the mod.el area by maane of hook gages, located in an 

established sase pit, to which the water level was transmitted by service 

pipes under the mod.el. Water-surface elevations along the levees and 

proposed high-level crossings, and wherever additional gaging stations 

were required for a more detailed study of conditions in the problem 

areas, were obtained with a portable point gage. Current velocities were 

obtained by the use of a miniature, propeller-type velocity mater and 

were measured along the sides of the proposed high-level crossing embank

ments, at mod.el sage locations in the vicinity of the proposed crossings, 

and at points in the centers of the trestle openings. Surface currents 

were traced with confetti and subsurface currents were defined by the 

infusion of dye. 

Adjustment 

10. After construction of a model of this type is completed, the 

usual procedure ie then to adjuat the model atage-d.1scharge relationships 

to agree with correaponding rolationshipe observed during the passaso 

of a prototype flood. Thie procedure could not be followed in this 

instance, since the prototype Morganza Floodway had never been operated. 

Consequontl,y, it was necessary to adjust model elements to agree with 

computed stage-discharge relationships. Theso data wore computed by the 

New Orleans. District and were obtained from a shoot bearing that D1o

tr1ct 'e file no. 1078/307. Tho data preaonted on this sheet wore in the 

form of water-surface profiles through the floodway for various floodwa7 

discharsea. 

l.l. Two separate profiles were selected for use in the adjustment 
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of the model, one computed for a constant discharge or 650,000 cfs, and 

the other for a discharge of 350,000 cfa. The 650,000-cfs discharge was 

considered as the primary adjustment flow, whereas the 350,000 discharge 

was used merely as a check on the adjustment which would obtain for rela

tively low flows. The procedure followed in this adjustment phase was to 

introduce the 650,000-cfe flow into the upper end of the model, hold the 

tailwater at the lower end of the model to the corresponding computed 

elevation, and then adjust the mod.el stages by trial-and-error placemen~ 

of roughness until these stages Q£reed with corresponding computed eta.gee. 

Aerial photographs and quadrall6le maps of the floodwuy wore used as an 

aid in the proper pl.Llcement of the model rolJ8}lness which consisted of 

rocks varying in size from 1 in. to 2-1/2 in. in diameter and perforated 

ID£l.Sonite fabricated into tria.ngl.es (see photograph l). 

12. The computed and model water-surface profiles for the 650,000-

cfs and 350,000-cfs flows are presented on plate 2, and show that a very 

close a.greemant was obtained between the model and computed profiles for 

both flows. The maximum divergence between the two profiles was recorded 

at gages 28R and 28L for the 350,000-cfe flow and amounted to 0.8 rt. 

Interpretation of Teet Results 

13. Becauae of the nature of the quantities involved, some of the 

model data may be accepted quantitatively, whereas other data are reli

able only in a qualitative sense. Water-surface elevations were observed 

at pertinent locations through the floodway, at special gages located 

along the flood.way levees, and at other special gases located aloJ18 the 

high-level crossings. Observations made at these gages IDAY be transferred 
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quantitatively from model to prototype. It is pointed out, however, that 

water-surface elevations obtained in tha model can not be any more 

accurate than the fUrnished computed elevations upon which adjustment of 

tha model was based. (Throughout this report all elevations mentioned 

refer to prototype feet above moan Gulf level.) 

14. Velocity observations were made at critical points within the 

flood.way and along the high-level croasiDBS. In view of the mothod em

ployed in making these velocity observations (see paragraph 9), and since 

it was impossible to reproduce on tho model local changes in prototypo 

roughness (an average roughnoss coefficient for the floodway was asaumad 

in making tho backwater computations), these observations of volocitiee 

repreeont only approximately avoraso values and should be usod onl,y qual

itatively in direct comparisons of the results of the various plane 

teated. It is not believed that the velocities observed alona the higb

level-crossing embankments would afford a reliable indication as to 

whether or not the embankments would be subject to scour, since varia

tions from t.hese values could be brought about by local variations in 

roughness. 
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PART III: NARRATIVE OF TESTS 

15. The proposed Morganza Floodway high-level crossings were aub

Jected to study under flow conditions of one, two, or all three of the 

:followil'l8 discharges: 350,000 ere, 500,000 era, and 600,000 cfa. In 

accomplishing the complete model analysis of the problem, a total of 13 

teats were conducted. The first of these was concerned with the original 

design of the Texas and Pacific Railroad main-line crossing. When all 

aspects of the original design had been investigated, taste 2-12 were 

conducted to study various alterations to the original design for the 

main-line crossing, each planned to overcome an undesirable feature in 

the performance of the previously tested modification. The thirteenth 

toet was an investigation of flow conditions with tho structure for the 

control of flow into tho flood.way located within the high-lovol crossing 

for Highway 30 and the Texas and Pacific Railroad branch.line. 

Testa of the Texas and Pacific Railroad J.bin-Lino Crossing 

Base teat 

16. In order to obtain a basis :for determining the effects of in

etalliil8 tho Texas and Pacific Railroad main-line high-level crossing, a 

baeo test was first conducted without the proposed crosaiil8 in pl.ace. 

Conditions for the base teat, as specified by representatives of the 

Mississippi River Commission, were as :follows: (a) both the proposed 

high-level and the existing low-level crossings of the main and branch 

lines were omitted from the model; and (b) flow vae admitted into the 

flood.way through an uncontrolled 5000-:ft opening, with a sill elevation 
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of 44 ft above nGl, in the Mississippi River levee at the head of the 

floodway as shown on plate 3 (plans at that time were to locate the con

trol. structure at that point; plans were made later for locating the con

trol structure within the proposed Texas and Pacific Railroad branch-line 

high-level crossing). The above conditions were used during the model 

adjustment and for teats 1-12, except as specified in suboequent descrip

tions of these teats. In the base teat, water-surface elovationa, veloc

itioo and current diroctiona woro observed for flows of 350,000 era, 

5001 000 era and 600,000 cfs. Water-surface olavationa for these flows 

are presented on plates 3, 5, and 7, respectively, and ln table l; cur

rent directions and velocities are ohown on plates 4, 6, and 8, roapoc

tivel,y. 

Teet l {original dearsnt 

17. The original design of the proposed Texas and Pacific Railroad 

main-line crossing, which was invoatisatod in test l (plate 10), in

cluded throo embankment sections and two trestle sections. Hereina~or 

the three embankment sections will be roforrod to as right, center, and 

left embankmonta, as observed looking downstream. 

18. Water-surface elevations obtained in test l for the 350,000-

cfs, 500,000-cfs, and 600,000-cfs flows at principal floodway sases and 

along the levees and. crossing embankments are presented on plates 11
1 

13, and 15, respectively. These elevations are also presented in table 

l and as profiles throuah the flood.way at the principal saae locations 

on plato 9. It is apparent from a comparison of the results or the base 

teat and test l that installation of the Te.xas and Pacific Railroad 
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main-line crossing would cause an increase in water-eurface elevations of 

about 0.7 ft immediately above the embankment eectione, with no appreci

able increase noted at the location of the branch line of the Texas and 

Pacific Rail.road. The magnitudes of the resulting increases were approx

imately the same for all three test flows •. 

19. Current directions and. velocities obtained in test l for the 

three test flows are presented on plates 12, 14, and 16. Excessive],y. 

high velocities occurred at the end.a of the embankment sections and alons 

both the upstream and downstream sides of the center embankment. Veloc

ities at the ends of the embankment sections wore in the masnitude of 

10.0 ft per sec for the 600,000-cfs teat flow. Velocities along the cen

ter embankment section reached a maximum of about 8.0 ft per sec at sta

tion 13 on the upstream side and. about 7.4 ~per sec at station 8 on 

the downstream aide. Somewhat- lower- vel-oc1t1ea- were- observed- at_ these_ 

critical points for the 350,000-cfe and. 500,000-cfs test flows. Insofar 

as could be determined on the model, there were no variations in the flow 

patterns for the three test flows. Accordingly, identical current direc

tions are shown for the three flows. 

TGst 2 

20. After reviewing the reeul.ts or test 1, representatives of the 

Mississippi River Commission stated that it would be desirable to modit,y 

the orisinal desisn in an effort to reduce the high velocities observed 

along the embankment sections 1n test l to 5 ft per sec or lower. These 

representatives pointed out that, because or controlling topographic fea

tures or the tloodw153 and. other considerations, the locations o.nd lengths 
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of the embankment sections could not bo changed from those investigated 

in the original design. In consideration of this imposed limitation, it 

was asrood that a systom of spur dikes placed along tho embankment sec

tions might possibly effect the desired roductiona in velocities. Ac

cordil'l8ly, in tost 2, six 400-ft-long spur dikoa were locatod along tho 

embankment sections as shown on plate 17. All spur dikes wero located at 

right angles to the center line of the embankment. Except for the in

stallation of the six spur dikes, teat conditions for test 2 were iden

tical with the preceding teat. 

21. Water-surface elevations obtained in test 2 are ehown on pl.ates 

18 and 20 and in table 1, and current directions and velocities are pre

sented on plates 19 and 21. It will be noted that observations in teat 2 

were made only for the 350, 000-cfa and 600, 000-cfa flows. A comparison 

of the water-surface elevations observed in teat 2 with those observed in 

test l indicatoa that water-surface elevations for the two teat flows were 

not noticeably affected by the installation of the six spur dikes in test 

2. A comparison of the velocities observed in teats l and 2 (pl.ates 16 

and 21) for the 600,000-cfs flow shows that the six spur dikes effected 

reductions in velocities as follows: upatreWll aide of center ombankmant 

from 8.0 ft per sec to 6.0 rt per sec; downstream aide of center embank

ment from 7.4 ft per sec to 3.9 ft per sec; at the ends of the embankment 

section from about 10 ft per sec to about 6-7 ft per sec. It vill be 

noted that velocities in the magnitude of 10 ft per sec existed at the 

ends of some of the spur dikes. Since the ends of these dikes could 

easily be protected by riprap, the high velocities observed at these 

points were not considered serious, although it was desired to keep these 
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velocities at a minimum. 

Teet 3 

22. Test 2 havins demonstrated the effectiveness of spur dikes in 

reducing velocities along the embankment sections, it waa thought deair• 

able to continue the model analyaia alol1B that line. Accordingly teats 3-

12 were conducted with a view toward determinins the optimum lengths and 

locations of spur dikes necessary to reduce the velocities along the em

ba.nlanant sections to meet the 5-ft-per-aec velocity criterion. Since pre

vious tests had revealed that maximum velocities would obtain for the 

600,000-cfs teat ·flow, it waa decided to utilize only that flow in the 

progressive development of a workable pl.an. It was also decided to omit 

water-surface observations since the previous test had indicated that the 

dikes would have very alight effect on water-surface elevations. 

23. Tho elementa of the plan for test 3 are shown on plate 22. 

Thia test was identical with test 2, except for the addition of two 400-

ft-long spur dikoa, one on each aide of the center embankment at station 

9. The purpose of those spur dikes was to reduce the high velocities ob

served alons the center embankment in test 2. 

24. Current directiorus and velocities observed in the test are 

shown on plate 23. It will be noted that tho maximum velocities observed 

on the upstream and downatream sides of the cantor embankment wore 4.1 tt 

per sec and 3.9 ft per sec, respectively. However, considerably higher 

velocities were·observed at the ends of all spur dikes, except at the 

down.stream sido of tho left ends of tho right and center ombanlanonts where 

neglisible velocities were observed. 
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Test II-

25. Tho elements of the pl.an for tost 4 are shown on plate 24. In . 

an effort to reduce the high volocities observed at the ends of tho spur 

dikes in teat 3 by moans of the most economical plan, tho following 

changes wore mado in the test-4 dike system, as compared to test-3 

arrangement : 

Right embnnkmont. The anglo between the embankment and the 
400-ft spur dike on tho upstream side at station 4 was chansed 
from 90 degrees to 45 degrees. The downstream spur dike was 
shortened from 400 to 100 tt. 

Center embankment. Tho upstream 400-ft spur dike at station 5 
was shortenod to 200 ft. The downstream 400•ft spur diko o.t 
station 5 was lengthened to 600 tt and the angle botwoon the 
embankment and dike was changed from 90 to 60 degrees. The 
upstream spur dike at station 9 was moved to station 11 snd 
tho downstream dike at station 9 was moved to station 16. 
The downstream 400-ft spur dike at station 13 w.a shortened 
to 100 f't. 

wtt embWlkmcnt. No change was made. 

26. Velocities obtained nlong tho embankmant sections f'or the 

6001 000-cts f'low in teat 4 are shown on plate 25. Tho sisnlficant re

sults of this teat, as compared with test 3 results, were as follows: 

(a) reduction in length of' tho spur dikes at station 5 on the upstream 

side of the center embankment and at stations 4 and 13 on the downstream 

side of the right and center embankments, respectively, did not create 

objectionable velocities in their respective vicinities; (b) increasing 

the length and changill8 the angle of the downstream dike at station 5 in 

conjunction with moving the downstream dike at station 9 to station 10 

caused the maximum velocities aloll8 the downstream side of the conter em-

bankment to be increased :from 3.9 tt por sec to 5.9 1"t por sec; (c) moving 



the upstream dike at station 9 to station 11 resulted in the maximum 

velocity alo?l8 the upstream side of the center embanlanent beina reduced 

from 4 .l :ft per sec to 3.6 :ft por eec; and {d) no beneficial effects on 

velocities were noted as a result of changing the arlBle of the upstream 

dike at station 4. 

Teet 5 

27. Elements of the plan for test 5 are shown on plate 26. Changes 

1n the plan investigated in this test, as compared to the test-4 plan, 

were ma.de in an attempt to effect a reduction in the maximum velocities 

along the downstream side or the center embankmont and at tho right end 

of the le:ft embankment. These chan8es were as follows: 

Ri@t embe.nkment. The upstream 400-ft spur dike at station 4 
was shortened._ to 200 :ft and the 8?18le between the embankment 
and dike was chaDGed from 45 degrees to 90 degrees. 

Center embanlonent. The downstream 400-rt spur dike at station 
10 was moved to station 8 and lengthened to 600 :ft, and its 
angle with the embanlanent we changed from 90 degrees to 60 
degrees. 

left embankment. Spur dikes 200 ft lons were added on both 
the upstream and do'WllStream sides at station 14. The upstream. 
dike was placed at a 90-degree angle with the embankment and 
the downstream dike at a 60-degree ansle. 

28. Velocities observed along the embankment section tor the 

600,000-cf's flow 1n test 5 are shown on pl.ate 27 •• The principal effects 

ot the teet-5 plan, as compared to the test-4 pl.an, were as follows: 

{a) the reduction 1n lenath ot the spur dike at the upstream side ot 

the riaht embankment at station ~ caused no appreciable change in maxi

mum velocities; and (b) the cha.nae& in the dike a?Tan8ement on tho down

stream side ot the center embanlcment reduced maximum velocities from 
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5,9 ft per sec to 5.4 ft per sec. Compared to previous teate without spur 

dikes, the two 200-ft spur dikes at station 14 reduced the maximum velocit7 

at the end of the left embankment from about 11 ft per eec to 6.1 ft per 

sec. 

Test 6 

29. Tho elemonte of tho plan for teat 6 aro shown on plate 28. 

Test 6 wae identical with teat 5 except that the spur dike on the down

stream aide of the center embankment at station 5 was increased in length 

f'rom 600 ft to 1,000 ft. The purpose of increasing the length of this 

dike was to determine whether this change would materially reduce veloci

ties on the downstream side of the center embankment. 

30. A comparison of the results of velocities observed in teat 5 

{plate 27) with those observed in teat 6 {plate 29) reveo.le that maximum 

velocities along the downstream face of the center embankment would be 

reduced from 5.4 ft per sec to 4.3 ft per sec by the 400-ft extension of 

the spur dike at station 5. 

Teet 7 

31. Since test 6 had resulted in maximum velocities along the 

downstream aide of the center emba.nkmont below the 5-ft-per-eec criterion, 

teat 7 was conducted to determine whether a reduction in the length of 

the two downstream dikes at stations 5 and 8 could be effected without 

increaeine velocities above the stated criterion in that area. Accordingl3 

the conditions for test 7 were identical with those for test 6 except 

that the downstream dikes at stations 5 and 8 were each reduced 200 tt 1n 
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length. The elements of the plan for test 7 are shown on plate 30. 

32. Examination of the results of test 7, shown on plate 31, indi

cates that decreasing the length of downstream dikes at stations 5 and 8 

would increase velocities above the 5-ft-per-sec criterion, a velocity 

of 5.2 ft per sec being observed on the downstream side of the center 

embankment between stations 1 and 8. 

Test 8 

33. The elements of the plan for test 8 are shown on plate 32, 

and. were identical with those of the plan for teat 1, except that. ·the 

downstream spur dike at station 8 was increased in length from 400 ft 

to 600.ft. It was the purpose of this test to ascertain whether in

creasing tha lang_tb._ of this dike by 200 ft would. materially reduce the 

maximum velocity observed. alODG the downstream side of the center embank

ment in test 7. 

34. A comparison of the results of tests 7 and 8 (plates 31 and 

33) indicates that increasins the lelll3th of the spur dikes nt station 8 

by 200 ft would. reduce the maximum velocity from 5.2 ft per sec to 4.6 

ft per sec. 

Test 9 

35. The elements of the plan for test 9 are shown on plate 34. It 

was the specific purpose of test 9 to determine whether a 200-ft exten

sion of the downstream dike at station 5 would be as effective as the 200-

ft extention of the downstream dike at station 8 (test 8). This 200-ft 

extension of the dike at station 5 was tho only change from test--7 condi

tions. 
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36. Results of velocity obaervo.tiona in teat 9 are shown on plate 

35. A comparison of these velocities and. the velocities observed in test 

7 (plate 31) ehowa that the 200-ft extension of the downstream dike at 

station 5 would reduco tho maximum velocity from 5.2 ft por eec to 4.4 ft 

per sec. Thie reduction in maximum velocity is 0.2 ft por soc more than 

the reduction effected by the 200-ft extension at station 8 in teat 8. 

Test 10 

37. The plan investigated in teat 10 (plato 36) reproduced all 

elements of the test-9 plan except that the downstream dike at station 8 

wae increased in length from 400 ft to 600 ft and. its angle with the em

bankment was chanaed from 60 dogrocs to 90 degrees. It was the specific 

purpose of thie tost to ascertain whether these changes would materially 

reduce velocities along the downstream side of tho center embankment be

tween stations 7 and 8. 

38. A comparison of tho results of teats 9 and 10 (plates 35 and. 

37) indicates that the changes in plane of these two tests would be ve-ry 

effective in reducing velocities in the area concerned. M:iximum velocity 

on the downstream sido of tho center embankment between stations 7 and. 8 

was 4.4 ft per sec in teat 9 and. only 1.3 ft per soc in test 10. 

Teet 11 

39. The elements of tho plan for test 11 are shown on pl.a to 38. 

Conditions for this test were identical with those for test 10 except 

that the downstream dike at station 5 was reduced in length from 1000 ft 

to 800 ft. The purpose of teat ll was to determine whether this reduction 
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in dike length would cause the maximum velocity between stations 7 and 8 

to exceed the 5-ft-per-sec velocity criterion. 

40. Examination of the results of test ll shown on plate 39 indi

cates that the 200-ft reduction in length of the downstream dike at sta

tion 5 could be made without increasil18 the maximum velocity between sta

tions 7 and 8 above the criterion. The maximum velocity observed in this 

area in test 11 was 2.1 ft per sec. 

Teet 12 

41. In view of the fact that, after reducil18 the length of the 

downstream dike at station 5 by 200 ft, velocities between stations 7 

and 8 were considerably lower than the criterion, it was thought that 

a fUrther reduction in_ length of this dike mig_ht be 1>0ssible. Accord

ingly, in test 12 the length of this dike was again reduced by 200 ft 

(plate 40). 

42. After a proliminary teat of these conditions had indicated 

that velocity betwoen stations 7 and 8 would not exceed the criterion, 

representatives of the Mississippi River Commission, stated that the test 

12 dike plan was satisfactory and that testing of additional modifications 

would not be required. Ace ordingly 1 since this was the final teat in 

this phase of tho model 1nvesti3ation, detailed observations of water

surface elevations, current directions and volocitiee were mado for the 

350,000-cfe and 600,000-cfs flows. Results of these observations are 

presented in table 1 and on plates 9 and 41-41.. 

43. Examination of table l and plate 9 shows that tho installa

tion of the finally developed system of spur dikes in tho model would 
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increase water-surface elevations above the embankment sections about 

0.3 ft for the 600,000-cfs flow, with negligible changes for the 350,000-

cfs flow, over those obtained with tho original design (test 1). 

44. As may be seen by reference to plates 42 and 44 velocities 

-observed in the model adjacent to the three embankment sections for the 

two test flows vore below tho 5-ft-per-soc criterion. However, it will 

be noted that velocities observed at the ends of soma of the spur dikes 

did. exceed this criterion. As previously mentioned, special considera

tion wao not given to reducing velocities at those points. 

Tosta of Control Structure 
at Texas and Pacific Railroad Branch-line Crossing 

Test 13 

45. Dur!~ the course of the study of flow conditions at tho Texas 

and Pacific Railroad main-line crossing, it became apparent that tho con-

trol structure at tho head. of the flood.way could be more advantageously 

located.. It was decided that a control structure located in the center 

of the high-level crossing for tl1e Texas and Pacific Railroad branch line 

and Highway 30 would be most feasible and. preparations were made to test 

a plan with the relocated structure. Original operational plans provided 

for a series of tests of flow conditions at the branch-line crossing, but 

relocation of the control structure precluded the need of such tests. 

However, to aid in the final design of the control structure, it vas de

sired that water-surface elevations and velocity masnitudes for a flow 

of 600,000 cfs be obtained 1n the vicinity of the relocated structure. 

46. It was specified by representatives of the Mississippi Rivor 

Commisston that the control structure have a sill elevation of 37.5 ft 
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mGl and a lenath of 4,700 ft for purpoeee of the model teats (see photo-

3ra:ph 2). Another feature of the plan was that the Mississippi River 

levee at the head of the floodway be degraded entirely from a point 1,500 

tt west of the upper J.brganza Floodway auide levee to a point 1,000 rt 

below L.S. 1300. With the above-mentio:;;ied conditions obtaini?lB, test 13 

was conducted and the desired model data secured. 

47. Water-surface elevations recorded for the teat are shown on 

plate 45 while current directions and velocity observations are presented 

on plate 46. It will be noted that plate 45 shows contours of water• 

surface elevations at 0.5-ft intervals-. .Eiamination- or_ the_ contours 

reveals the extent of drawdown above the control structures and the extent 

of surcharge below the structure. Reference to plate 46 will show that 

the magnitudes of the current velocities along the embankments were not 

great enoush to warrant concern. A maximUI!l velocity of 9 .4 rt per eec 

vae observed in the center of the structure openins. However, the high 

velocities at that point were quickly dissipated as the flow moved down

stream. into the floodway. 



PART· IT: SUMMUll OF TEST RESULTS 

48. Teate of the Texas and Pacific Railroad main-line croseins 

:revealed that the structure ue originally designed would creato excea

si ve velocities aJ.'!Ound the ends and.along the faces of the ~mbankia3nts. 

Tests of modifications of tho original dos1sn indicated th~t these 

velocities could be reduced to mB.(3Ilitud.ee below the 5-ft-per-acc 

criterion by a properly designed system of spur dikes. Of twelve varia

tions of dike systems tested, the one investigated in teat 12 (plate 40) 

proved to be the moat desirablo. 

49. Teats of the Texas and Pacific Railroad branch line and H1sh

way 30 crooeing were made solely for the purpose of obtaining pertinent 

information on fl.ow conditions for uao in the design of the M:>rganza 

Floodway control structure, which it is planned to located within that 

crossing. 



TABLE 



Table 1 

~-SURFACE ELEVATIONS AT PRINCIPAL :noomtAY GAGES 

Baee Teet Teet l Teet 2 Teet 12 
350,000 600,000 350,000 600,000 350,000 600,000 350,000 600,000 

Gage cfe cfe cfe cfe cfe cfe cfe cfe -,--
M-1 52.3 57.1 52.3 57.2 52.4 57.3 52.3 57.3 

37-R 51.9 5'7 .1 51.9 57.1 52.0 57.2 52.1 57.2 
37-L 51.7 57.1 51.8 57.1 52.0 57.1 51.9 57.2 

M-2 49.8 55.2 50.1 55.3 50.3 55.5 50.1 55.6 
M-3 49.8 55.2 50.1 55.3 50.2 55.4 50.0 55.4 

32-R 49.7 55.0 50.0 55.2 50.1 55.3 50.0 55.3 
32-L 49.4 54.9 49.7 55.0 49.9 55.1 49.7 55.1 

M-4 48.3 53.2 48.6 53.4 48.7 53.5 48.5 53.5 
28-R 48.0 53.0 48.5 53.3 48.5 53.4 48.3 53.4 
28-L 48.0 53.0 48.5 53.3 48.6 53.4 48.4 53.4 
24-R 45.0 50.2 45.6 50.5 45.7 50.8 45.7 50.8 
24-L 45.4 50.5 46.1 50.8 46.2 51.1 46.o 51.1 

Ravenswood 43.2 48.2 44.o 48.9 44.1 49.1 43.9 49.1 
M-5 42.6 47.6 43.1 48.0 43.1 48.1 43.0 48.l 
M-6 42.4 47.4 42.9 47.8 43.0 48.0. 42.9 48.l 
M-7 39.8 45.0 40.2 45.3 40.2 45.4 40.1 45.4 
M-8 39.7 45.0 40.l 45.3 40.l 45.3 40.0 45.3 

19-R 41.0 46.2 41.1 46.2 41.l 46.l 41.l 46.2 
19-L 40.5 45.7 41.2 46.3 41.3 46.4 41.2 46.5 
15-R 38.1 43.1 38.2 43.3 38.l 43.0 38.l 43.2 
15-L 38.3 43.3 38.4 43.4 38.4 43.3 38.4 43.4 
M-11 36.9 4.1.7 37.0 41.8 36.9 41.7 36.9 41.8 
M-12 37.0 41.7 37.1 41.9 37.1 41.8 37.0 41.8 



PHOTOGRAPHS 



PBDTOGRAPH 1. View of Texas and Pacific M9.in Line Crossing looking upstream. 



PHOI'OGRAPH 2. Upstream view of Texas and Pacific Branch Line and Highway 30. 
Control structure width of opening 4700 ft; sill elevation 37.5 
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ELEMENTS OF PLAN 
TEST 12 
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